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Wednesday, March 15. 2006

PSPXTI: A TI-92 Calculator emulator v1.0.1

Hi all,

  Here is a new version, with aqua skin. 

   PSPXTI v1.0.1 with sources

   I like much more this skin 

      Enjoy,

             Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in TI 92 at 20:40

Just fucking great this emu!
I saw some info about this calc http://www.wilbro.nl/ti92.html, and it seems very powerfull.
My question, and I hope you will answer it, is if this TI-92 is stronger or comparable to the TI-83. I need that last one for school and it
was stolen out of my bag 
Is this calc going to spare me €100 or is the TI-83 never going to be ported.
    job on Mar 16 2006, 10:49

Hi,

 The TI-92 is much more complex (and so better ?) than the TI 83 ... But, it's more diffcult to use it, there are 650 manual pages to
read  

And to answer your question, i won't  release a TI 83 emulator, 

   Cheers,

          Zx.
    zx on Mar 16 2006, 12:58

Tnx for your fast answer. 
I understand you're not going to port TI-83 to... you've done enough great work on this one. I brought it in class today and my stupid
math teacher didn't even know about a TI-92, so I told him to google it. I've played with this one for a bit and quite understand most of
the things TI-83 can do too. With a bit of practice this is going to work fine i think. The only thing I still don't really understand is why it
doesn't give me just normal answers without having to press the diamond key all the time.... Example:
8/3 = (without diamond key) 8/3 
8/3 = (with '' '' ) 2.7
Why didn't texas make it possible to let the calc use the second option standard (don't  know what it's called in english), instead of
always using the first, if you don't use the diamond key???
    job on Mar 17 2006, 16:45

PS:
'd you think it's possible for a programming noob to port TI-83??
I would like to try it if it is do-able ..
    job on Mar 17 2006, 16:51

Hi,

  I've added a link to the TI92+ manual, it should be easier that way )

   For a TI-83 emulator developpement, it's a very hard and long task for a noob. If i had to develop a TI 92 emulator from 0, it would
have taken a long long time (not few days on my spare time  ).

  Cheers,          Zx
    zx on Mar 17 2006, 19:19

Ok  
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I already found a pdf manual, via your forum dcemu or someting.
But not being american or  english, but Dutch, is giving some problems with really understanding the manual. Too bad there isn't just
a way too enable diamond key all the time...

ciao
    job on Mar 17 2006, 23:30

Hi 

Here is the manual in english :
http://www.smendes.com/ti89.pdf

For the Diamond key, use the SELECT button of the PSP . 

Regards,           Zx
    Anonymous on Mar 17 2006, 23:43

can you tell me a specific place to download the rom or do i have to own a ti-92?
    wish i had ti-92 on Mar 20 2006, 01:33

Here is one good place 

    http://ti83khdv.online.fr/
    zx on Mar 20 2006, 19:39
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